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Abstract - The traditional architecture of Kutch is the outcome of the prevailing topography, extremes of the climate and other natural forces. Moreover the vernacular architecture merges well with the desert at the backdrop. The traditional architecture forms the backbone of social and cultural set up of the place. It is essential for this architecture to retain its integrity. It commands deep interest and respect as it represents and reveals the many faceted realities of the people living there. In the Traditional architecture, buildings were designed to achieve human comfort by using locally available building materials and construction techniques which were more responsive to their climatic and geographic conditions. Learning from traditional wisdom of previous generations through the lessons of traditional building can be very powerful tool for improving the buildings of the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

“Kutchua” that is what the northwestern part of Gujarat is named as. With a rich treasure of tradition, it is a delight for tourists and pride for the inhabitants. The northwestern Gujarat has its own vernacular architecture which are developed throughout the ages and has been an inhabitants themselves with locally available material, the traditional building are time tested, sustainable and sensitive to the microclimatic conditions and natural calamities, including earthquakes which the northwestern region is prone to.

Many theorists and distinguished architects like Hassan Fathy have promoted the underlying concepts on traditional architecture to form contemporary design. However unlikely in the northwestern region, the traditional building has been replaced by fast growing concrete jungles, which are not sustainable or sensitive towards the natural calamities and microclimatic conditions. The local Government of these states needs to be sensitive in drafting the local byelaws and planning guideline which promote or allow incentive for usage of traditional architectural forms and concepts so that this problem can be tackled meticulously. The Kutch region can be divided into three parts running more or less horizontally in an east-west direction. The largest of the three is the Rann in the north extending towards the southeast. Of this the larger northern section is known as the Rann of Kutch and the south eastern part is known as Little Rann.

II. CONSTRUCTION TYPES

Architectural Typologies have developed in the Kutch region as Factor of Tradition, Climate and Functionality. The materials used are locally available materials like Mud, Bamboo, cane cane leaves, of late Bricks, stone etc. Bhungas are traditional houses unique to the Kutch region in Gujarat. The houses are circular walled with thatched roof. According to the limitation of material and construction techniques.

Kutchha Houses

These houses essentially made from organic renewable resources such as mud, grass, cow dung cane etc. The plinth and the foundation consists of consolidated earth with stone and bamboo posts, the walls consists of mud wall, split grass, earth, cane etc., and the roof is thatched, made of wheat or maize straws.

The ‘Kutchha houses’ have got common forms in Kutch region due to microclimate different and cultural beliefs. The Bhonga is a traditional construction type in the Kutch district of the Gujarat state in India, which has a very high earthquake risk. A Bhonga consists of a single cylindrically shaped room. The Bhonga has a conical roof supported by cylindrical walls. Bhonga construction has existed for several hundred years. This type of house is quite durable and appropriate for prevalent desert conditions. Due to its robustness against natural hazards as well as its pleasant aesthetics, this housing is also known as “Architecture without Architects.”
These types of houses are mostly circular in shape with mostly one multipurpose room. The plans and sizes of typical kutchha houses same as per limitations of Material and Construction Techniques. Typical layout of a house consists of Aangan, Room, Cooking area, otta, Verandah, Backyard. The Aangan or Front yard is a public space for gathering, or meeting relatives or visitors.

The house unit is typically defined by the platform - otlā – that is always raised above the ground, from a few centimeters up to one meter. The otlā define the domain of the home and the place for outdoor activities. On this platform rest various structures composing the household one or more Bhungas (Generally up to three), circular houses with diameter ranging between 3 to 6 meters, covered by a conical thatched roof.

A Typical Bhungas has a door and three or four small and low windows symmetrically arranged around the door. In front of the door and against the wall, lies a low platform, called pedlo, on which traditional furniture placed.

- Construction Techniques generally used “COB”. In these methods a large Lump is roughly molded into the shape of a huge elongated egg.
• The usual size is anything between 12 to 18 inches, 30-40cm long and 6 inches in diameter.
• A row of these cobs of mud are laid nearly side by side. Preferably somewhat pressed together. Then another row of cobs is laid on top.
• When three or four courses have been laid, one above the other, the sides are smoothened over so that the holes and cracks disappear.
1. The beam- adi is placed horizontally on the wall, perpendicular to the door’s axis. The ends of the beams rest on slightly raised portions of the wall and are fixed with pegs.
2. The base- patli- of the vertical kingpost rest on the middle of the beam – adi- the Kingpost stands on the middle of the patli. The cone is fixed on top of the kingpost.
3. The joints (vali) are fixed at the top of the cone and to each other with rope (Kathi) Culms of split bamboo (khapatis) fill the span between valis and are fixed to them.
4. Straw bundles (kheep) are then tied to the roof structure starting from the bottom.
5. A rope’s net is then dropped from the top of the roof in order to hold the straw bundles.

**Pucca House**

These houses are made with stabilized compressed earthen blocks. In Stabilized blocks cements is added (7-8%) to soil in order to produce the blocks in a manual press. The mixture of soil and cement (92-93%) of soil, composed of 75% sand, 15% clays and slit for the remaining portion, to which 7-8% cement is added), is mixed and with this compound the blocks are produced in the press.

They have found place as an advancement of the traditional kutchha houses. According to materials used architectural forms, Pucca houses can be further classified as modified kutchha house. Modified kutchha houses bear close resemblance with the traditional kutchha houses and are mostly being built in the rural areas these days. They are modified for usage of modern materials in construction. The traditional thatch roof is replaced by wooden understructure with Mangalore tiles cover thereby reducing the maintenance of the roof during rainy days. The construction technique is similar with stabilized compressed earthen blocks with steel rods as vertical reinforcement and horizontal reinforced concrete bands at various levels as seismic safety measures.
Figure 12: Construction of Stabilized Compressed earth blocks at Bhunga

Figure 13: typical plan Stabilized compressed earthen block Bhunga.

III. CONCLUSION

The architecture of Kutch region relates to the socio-economic setup, the cultural identities and a good climatic responsiveness. A good number of climate responsive design features are revealed during the study of the traditional architecture including temperature control, enhancing natural ventilation, protection from natural calamities such as flood, earthquake etc. However certain features that lack in the traditional architecture are mostly fire proneness and termite infestation due to usage of non-treated material and lack of damp proofing and use of non-stabilized soil for construction too pose problems like dampness of walls and washouts during rainfall.

Once the construction and design community of Kutch region are aware of the pros and cons of the traditional typologies, the advanced construction techniques can be meticulously clubbed alongside to nullify the problems and enhance the advantage, a modern yet sustainable architecture for the Kutch region can effectively created.

In view of the varied advantages of the Traditional housing in the various Gujarat states, the Government need to the frame local byelaws that support the traditional houses of Kutch region, and promote incentives to the inhabitants of these houses.
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